Two types of dedicated Tristructural isotropic (TRISO) nuclear fuel particles, PyC-1 (Kernel/Buffer/PyC) and PyC-2 (Kernel/Buffer/SiC/PyC) from PYCASSO (Pyrocarbon irradiation for creep and swelling/shrinkage of objects) neutron irradiation experiments, were studied. For unirradiated particles, crushing experiments using a unique hot cell, combined with in situ X-ray computed micro-tomography (XCT) imaging, were conducted at room temperature (RT) and at 1000°C. Although the SiC layer on the particles is presumed to provide 'mechanical stability' to the TRISO particles, results showed a remarkable reduction (~45%) in the crushing strength of the PyC-2 particles at 1000°C compared to RT. The fracture patterns of the two types of particles, both at the contact zone and on subsequent propagation, differ significantly at RT and 1000°C. Further, irradiated particles (irradiation temperature: 1000 ± 20°C; irradiation doses: 1.08-1.23 dpa and 1.49-1.51 dpa) were imaged by XCT; 250 PyC-1 particles and 223 PyC-2 particles were studied in total and the change in radius/layer thickness in each type was examined. It was found that the buffer densification was lower in PyC-1 particles compared to PyC-2 particles, and the PyC layer shrank in the PyC-I particles, whereas it expanded in PyC-2. Results are discussed in terms of how the residual stresses can impact the high-temperature and post-irradiation behavior of these particles.
H I G H L I G H T S
• TRISO particles were crushed at 1000°C with real time X-ray tomography imaging. • Crack formation and propagation at contact was different from conventional Hertzian contact problem. • Particles with SiC layer had about 45% reduction in strength at 1000°C. • Failure mechanism is different in particles with and without SiC layer. • Residual stress has potentially impacted the PyC thickness change with neutron irradiation.
G R A P H I C A L A B S T R A C T
a b s t r a c t a r t i c l e i n f o 1. Introduction Since its invention in the United Kingdom as part of the Dragon reactor project [1, 2] , Tristructural isotropic (TRISO) coated nuclear fuel particles have been used in many different reactors such as Thorium High-Temperature Reactor [3, 4] (THTR-300, Germany), HTR-10 [5] (China), the High Temperature Test Reactor [6, 7] (HTTR, Japan) and Xe-100 (U.S.) [1] . TRISO is also the fuel form of choice for some designs of the next generation high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs) [8] and very-high-temperature reactors (VHTRs) [9] including pebble-bed reactor (PBR) and prismatic-core configurations (e.g., the Russian design of GT-MHR). In addition, TRISO fuel is under consideration for fluoride salt-cooled reactors (FHR) (e.g., by Kairos Power, U.S.) and as a next generation replacement for current uranium pellet fuel in Light Water Reactors (LWRs) [10, 11] . It is also adopted by the LWR Fully Encapsulated Fuel (FCM) concept for accident tolerant conditions [12] [13] [14] .
Specifically, a typical TRISO particle comprises five layers [15] , including (i) the fuel kernel (oxide and/or carbide form of Uranium, Plutonium, Thorium or other transuranic elements), (ii) a low density/ porous (~50% porosity) pyrolytic carbon layer to act as a buffer to accommodate kernel expansion and a reservoir for fission products, (iii) an inner dense pyrolytic carbon layer (IPyC), (iv) high density/strength SiC layer and (v) an outer PyC layer (OPyC). The SiC layer plays the role of a pressure vessel to withstand the build-up of internal pressure during the fission reaction, and as a barrier for diffusion of gaseous and metallic fission products. It is known that both IPyC and OPyC layers shrink during the early stages of irradiation; as a consequence, the SiC layer is put under compression. Petti et al. [16] compared the fabrication processes between Germany and U.S. TRISO particles and showed that the pyrocarbon anisotropy and density, the IPyC/SiC interface structure, and the SiC microstructure are the three main aspects that could potentially impact the irradiation behaviour of the TRISO particles. Although the buffer layer has been considered the least important in terms of particle integrity, Hunn et al. [17] recently reported that buffer densification counts as one of the main factors that contribute to particle failure in the AGR-1 irradiation experiment.
Since the 1960s, strict process control has led to the fabrication of very high quality particles (~100 defects in 3.3 million particles) in Germany at an industrial/production scale that incorporated improvements from fuel produced for the German AVR and THTR reactors which subsequently supported the HTR-Modul development [16, 18] . The U.S. Department of Energy Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) project [19] , where GenIV VHTR was selected to demonstrate emission-free nuclear assisted electricity and hydrogen production, used TRISO as the potential fuel type, specifically, 50 mm diameter pebbles with a graphite matrix for pebble-bed design and 50 mm long by 12.5 mm diameter cylindrical compacts for the prismatic version [19] . This resulted in the Advanced Gas Reactor Fuel Development and Qualification Programme [20, 21] (AGR-1 and AGR-2) which focuses on the compact form of these fuel elements with TRISO particles. Similarly, the Korean Nuclear-Hydrogen Technology Development (NHTD) Plan was initiated for irradiation testing of TRISO fuel at the High-flux Advanced Neutron Application Reactor (HANARO) in order to support the development of VHTR in Korea [22] [23] [24] . In addition, European based projects, such as the European Commission's Joint Research Centre and the Institute for Energy (JRC-IE), supported a HFR-EU1 irradiation [25] for high burnup of five HTR fuel pebbles to demonstrate its sustainability for conditions beyond that of the current HTR reactor designs with pebble-bed cores.
The particles studied in the present work are from the PYCASSO neutron irradiation experiment [26] (Pyrocarbon irradiation for creep and swelling/shrinkage of objects) at the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten (NRG, The Netherlands). It is part of an integrated project on Very High Temperature Reactors [27] , RAPHAEL (Reactor for process heat and electricity). The PYCASSO experiments were to study the impact of high temperature (900-1100°C) fast neutron irradiation on the thermo-mechanical properties of various coating materials for TRISO-coated particle fuel fabricated by relatively new fabrication processes [28] . The experiment is a separate effect test, where the influence of fuel (coating corrosion or microstructural changes due to fission products), thermal gradients, and variations in coating microstructure and dimensions have been minimized by the use of dummy kernels (Al 2 O 3 or ZrO 2 ), highly conductive particle holder material combined with low energy production of the kernels, and strict (fabrication) quality control and selection procedures, respectively [27] . The detailed rational for the experimental design and the fabrication of the fuel particles can be found in Groot et al. [27] . The particles irradiated in PYCASSO project were provided by CEA (France), JAEA (Japan) and KAERI (Republic of South Korea), which makes this irradiation a truly international GenIV effort.
In particular, CEA particles, with an Al 2 O 3 kernel and different buffer, SiC and PyC coating combinations, were used to determine the behaviour of pyrocarbon under irradiation. The ultimate outcome will be used to inform and improve HTR fuel performance modelling. In this work, two out of the four types of CEA particles were characterized. The crushing process of four unirradiated particles was studied at ambient and 1000°C using in situ X-ray computed tomography (XCT) [29, 30] to capture the initiation and propagation of cracks to set out the methodology for future crushing tests on irradiated particles. For the irradiated particles, the radius and thickness changes of each layer were systematically measured using three-dimensional (3D) XCT imaging.
Crushing tests, compared with other more complex geometries such as semi-sphere/shell pressurisation/bending [31] [32] [33] [34] , were chosen in the present work because it is a promising approach to acquire an estimate of the strength of both unirradiated and irradiated TRISO particles. Owing to its simple test geometry with little sample preparation, it is particularly favoured for post-irradiation studies in hot cells on a large number of samples for performance assessment and quality control [31] . Nevertheless, crushing tests involve a complex contact problem where a localised stress zone is generated by a flattened anvil applied to a sphere particle. The maximum load at failure is affected by the hardness of the anvil [35, 36] ; high hardness anvils can cause local bending stresses at the contact point with the maximum stress on the inner surface of the SiC, whereas soft loading anvils enable a latitudinal tensile stress on the particle surface. However, the failure process of a crushing test has not been studied by in situ 3D experimental techniques. Briggs et al. [37] used transparent alumina plates for loading and optical stereomicroscopy to examine the tested sample surface; their experiments showed a change in appearance after the first 'pop-in' at~50% of the maximum load on the loaddisplacement curve. However, as their observations comprised a 2D projection from the top of a 3D particle, the detailed features of the cracks that formed could not be resolved with accuracy.
In addition, as the coating materials in TRISO particles vary, the failure modes can be quite different, which has not yet been unambiguously characterized [37] [38] [39] . More importantly, even though TRISO particles operate at elevated temperatures, all crushing tests reported to date have been performed at room temperature, which can never fully represent the behaviour of these particles at high temperatures. Some authors have studied annealed particles [36, 37, 40, 41] but have needed to cool their samples from above 1000°C to ambient temperatures to examine them, which could change the cracking configurations and cause radically different residual stress states to form. It is therefore necessary for fidelity to perform in situ crushing experiments on fuel particles at temperature, coupled with a 3D non-destructive imaging technique to correlate in real time the crushing processes to the applied loading and displacement conditions. This was the prime objective of the current study.
Materials and experimental procedures

Materials and neutron irradiation
Four types of CEA particles were irradiated in the PYCASSO project, but only two types of these particles are studied in this work: PyC-1 (Kernel/Buffer/PyC) and PyC-2 (Kernel/Buffer/SiC/PyC), with the former providing the opportunity to study practically unrestrained dimensional changes in the PyC layer and the latter to assess the incorporation of a SiC layer as support. As there is only one PyC layer in PyC-1 and PyC-2, IPyC or OPyC were not differentiated in the following text; it is referred to as PyC for both types of particles. The kernel material was chosen to be corundum (alumina) due to its known behaviour in the reactor and its availability in high-purity form to avoid activation during irradiation. The deposition temperature and gas for buffer carbon, SiC, and PyC were 1350°C (acetylene with argon), 1560°C (methyltrichlorosilane with hydrogen) and 1340°C (acetylene with propylene and argon), respectively [42] . Previous work on these particles [42] showed that the SiC layer comprises columnar cubic β-SiC crystals elongated along the deposition direction with an average size of 1.4 ± 1.2 μm.
These particles were subjected to two different fluences (i.e.,~1.63 × 10 25 and~2.02 × 10 25 n.m −2 (at an energy of E N 0.18 MeV) for PyC-1; details are presented in Table 1 ) at a well-defined temperature (full temperature range 980°-1020°C) over 5 HFR cycles (144 full power days). Full details are published elsewhere [26] .
Uniaxial compression at 1000°C with X-ray tomography on unirradiated particles
In situ high-temperature X-ray tomography experiments were conducted on four unirradiated particles, at beamline 8.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S.). During the experiment, a unique device that permits mechanical loading at elevated temperatures was used [29, 30] . Further details of the device can be found in ref. [43] . Briefly, it consists of an in situ ultrahightemperature mechanical loading rig mounted inside a~150 mm diameter water-cooled aluminium sphere that houses six 150 W radiant lamps with elliptical reflectors illuminating a~5 mm diameter uniform hot zone region in the chamber centre [44] . The particle was positioned on the loading rig to locate at the middle of the thin aluminium window to allow X-ray transmission from the source (monochromatic beam 25 keV) to the detector (PCO Edge 5× CCD camera (2560 × 2560)) through the sample under load. The field of view of 3.3 × 3.5 mm and a pixel size 1.3 × 1.3 μm were achieved. A thermocouple was installed in contact with the particle during heating to control the temperature.
A sample holder with anvils made from alumina ( Fig. 1a ), mimicking the 'Brazilian disc compression' configuration [45] , was designed to apply diametric compression to the particle. To ensure static loading, a displacement rate of 0.5 μm/s was used throughout the experiment. A 3D scan of the whole particle was captured at each loading step until fracture. Real time information of the damage evolution, under load at temperature, in the form of porosity, crack formation and layer thickness changes, were derived from these scans. The tests were conducted at two temperatures: RT and 1000°C. One particle was tested at each temperature for each type. During each scan, 1969 projections were collected over a standard rotation of 180°that is typical for parallel beam tomography. The acquisition time was 300 ms for each projection. Fifteen flat field images were captured before and after each scan and averaged together. Reconstruction was performed with the Gridrec algorithm in TomoPy package with the centre of rotation of each scan individually identified to account for the deformation in each loading step. During the reconstruction, a conventional (rather than dynamic) flatfield correction method was used to normalise the acquired projection images; this was performed to reduce detector's fixed pattern noise and thereby improve the spatial resolution, and further to correct artefacts such as ring or bands in the reconstructed images.
3D imaging using lab-based X-ray tomography on irradiated particles
Lab-based X-ray computed micro-tomography (GE Phoenix Nanotom S tomography system at NRG) was used to characterise the 3D microstructure of approximately 500 particles (250 PyC-1 particles and 223 PyC-2 particles) to investigate the densification kinetics by determining the swelling and shrinkage of the separate layers as a function of fluence. The scans were taken at 80 keV with a 360°rotation; 2300 projections were collected for each scan with a pixel size of 1.9 × 1.9 μm. Knol et al. [46] described in detail the procedures for handling of these irradiated particles; the data were analysed using VSG Avizo 8.1 for image filtering and particle layer segmentation followed by an in-house MATLAB code for quantification, as described by Lowe et al. [47] . Due to the combination of XCT streak artefacts and particleto-particle contact, the top and bottom 5% of each particle were removed to allow more efficient use of automated segmentation methods and a reduction in the required manual corrections. The details of the experimental setup and image processing have been described by Knol et al. [46] . The radius of the different layers, shown in Fig. 1b , c, were derived with the following steps: (i) determination of the particle centre by calculating the centre-of-mass of the kernel, and then projecting radial lines outward from particle centre over all angles; (ii) polar angles were maintained in the range 0°to 180°, with azimuthal angles in the range 0°to 360°, with the angular step size being 1°for both; (iii) locating the beginning and end of each layer along each radial line.
The dimensions of all the unirradiated particles were measured during the fabrication process at CEA using optical methods; as such, measurements were undertaken between each coating step, with the thickness of each layer being derived to provide a quick and reliable method for determining the outer dimensions of a large number of particles. As the inner layers can be altered by abrasion during the coating process, the dimensions of these layers were determined by destructive measurement techniques on a representative batch afterwards, specifically by grinding to the mid-plane of the particles and determining the layer thicknesses by microscopy; these measurements were subsequently validated by XCT measurements on the unirradiated particles.
Results
Strength degradation with temperature
The uniaxial compression approach used in this work represents a straightforward method to evaluate the nominal strength of both Table 1 Types of particles and irradiation dose at 1000°C. unirradiated and irradiated particles, although it is not a standard geometry. As there is a limited number of unirradiated particles available, this experiment was combined with in situ imaging under load using XCT to obtain the exact microstructure and dimensions of the individual layers of each particle to correlate to the load-displacement behaviour; it also provided information to exclude the possibility of an inherent defectinduced strength reduction. Dimensions of each of the layers in the four particles tested are listed in Table 2 . Note that there is very little difference (b5%) in the dimensions of the two particles tested for each type. Therefore, it can be concluded that any changes in the loading curves and measured strength levels with temperature are a true reflection of the particle behaviour. Ar gas was used throughout to protect particles from oxidation; although there is no risk of oxidation at RT, for consistency the same gas flow was used at both RT and 1000°C.
Load-displacement curves for the four tested particles are shown in Fig. 2 . It is worth noting that there are other, more sophisticated, geometries and test methods to measure the maximum hoop strain/stress of such spherical particles (e.g., shell crushing [33] , semi-sphere internal pressure test [48] and notched particles [49, 50] ), but processing the irradiated particles into such geometries can be very challenging. Fig. 2a shows that the two PyC-1 particles failed at a similar maximum load. The PyC-1 particle tested at 1000°C was dimensionally smaller with all layers slightly thinner than the one tested at RT (Table 1) ; hence, a lower strength was expected. The PyC-1 particle crushed at 1000°C showed an extended 'bedding-in' stage. The larger load drops, marked by downward open arrows for RT and upward closed arrows for 1000°C, are a consequence of~10 minute holding periods during which XCT scans were collected; however, many smaller load drops were observed, in contrast to the experiments of Briggs et al. [37] where only one drop was reported for each hemisphere. The load drops at 1000°C are generally more frequent and load relaxation more significant than at RT, e.g., load relaxations of~6 N are apparent at RT, compared to~9 N at 1000°C, for the scans undertaken at 40 N. The small pop-ins in between are most likely due to crushing phenomena and/or the formation of small cracks. Evidence for this from the XCT scans is shown in the following Section 3.2.
The slopes of the load-displacement curves were determined by linear fitting. For RT, a small increase was found at higher loads (i.e., 0.583 ± 0.018 N/μm between 30 and 40 N, rising to 0.655 ± 0.006 N/μm between 45 and 90 N). Similar trends were evident at 1000°C (i.e., 0.654 ± 0.044 N/μm between 50 and 70 N, and 0.792 ± 0.015 N/μm between 70 and 80 N). It is hard to derive a representative 'modulus' of the particle from these slopes, but this form of behaviour indicates that particle failure is abrupt without significant preinstability damage, consistent with the XCT observations.
For the PyC-2 particles ( Fig. 2b ), a~45% reduction in failure strength occurred at 1000°C despite the similar dimensions of the two PyC-2 particles ( Table 2) . While one can suspect that intrinsic defects, such as voids or microcracks, can form in the particle during processing, XCT scans showed no such evidence (see Section 3.2). Rather, it is more likely that the introduction of the SiC layer contributed most to the high temperature strength reduction of the particle. Similar to the PyC-1 particles, the arrows mark the loads at which XCT scans were undertaken. Contrary to the large load drops seen in PyC-1 particles, there was very little load relaxation in the PyC-2 particles at either RT or 1000°C. The gradients in the load-displacement curves were very consistent; i.e., the PyC-2 particle curve at RT has a gradient of 0.417 ± 0.013 N/μm (at 20 to 30 N) and 0.588 ± 0.018 N/μm (at 35 to 45 N), whereas at 1000°C, the slopes are 0.395 ± 0.006 N/μm (at 10 to 20 N) and 0.528 ± 0.024 N/μm (20 to 25 N). Both PyC-2 particles failed by brittle fracture at maximum load. Although only one particle was tested at each temperature, the consistency in the load-displacement and fracture behaviour indicates that the reduction in strength is a faithful description of the particle degradation at high temperatures. Further evidence is shown below in the XCT results.
Fracture processes in particles change with temperature
Four to six tomography scans were collected for each particle tested. In addition to the scans marked by arrows in Fig. 2 , XCT scans were also taken for the load-free condition and after final fracture so that the deformation and fracture processes could be followed. Cracks and voids on 
Table 2
Dimensions of the four particles tested using in situ XCT. the order of 2-3 times that of the pixel size were discernible in all scans. The results on primarily two aspects will be presented: (i) the compressive deformation along the loading direction and dilation on the equator plane of the particle, and (ii) the formation of cracks prior to failure and the final fracture patterns.
For the first aspect, two orthogonal slices of the largest diameter, one on the equatorial plane, XY, and the other on the loading plane, XZ, were manually selected, Fig. 3 . The diameter was determined in each slice by identifying the edge of the greyscale profile at the particle-air interface. For each slice, 12 measurements, spaced out at 30°intervals, were undertaken, as shown in Fig. 3c . These measurements were then averaged to derive the whole particle diameters in Fig. 3a ; the error bar is ±10%, as represented by the size of the symbols.
The PyC-1 particles showed little change in the equatorial plane XY, both at RT and 1000°C ( Fig. 3a) , indicating that there is no obvious separation of the different interfaces during deformation until failure. The kernel dimension remained unchanged for all loading steps. When measured along the compressive z-axis, though, the height of the particle decreased with increasing load, both at RT and 1000°C. The gradients describing the change in the whole particle diameter (PyC- The error is about ±10% for all measurements; (c) schematic of the equatorial and axial loading planes; (d) the contact area diameter increases with the ratio of applied load to peak load. Each point was an average of seven measurements including four measurements on the circular contact zone when viewed along the loading z-axis and three on the XZ plane. Dotted lines are for eye guidance only.
1_1000°C-Comp and PyC-1_RT-Comp) were similar below 75% of the failure load, as indicated by the two parallel dashed lines in Fig. 3a . This was not unexpected as the final failure loads and 'strength' of the two particles were nearly identical ( Fig. 2) .
PyC-2 particles, due to the presence of SiC layer, deformed much less in the axial z-direction both at RT and 1000°C than the PyC-1 particles (Fig. 3d) ; additionally, no obvious lateral dilation was observed in the equatorial plane ( Fig. 3a) . At 1000°C, the deformation along the compressive z-direction was much more pronounced than at RT (c.f., the slope of the curves PyC-2_RT-Comp and PyC-2_1000°C-Comp in Fig. 3b ). The change in axial thickness was investigated further by measuring the thickness of each individual layer along the z-direction. The results are not plotted in Fig. 3 , but it was found that the SiC thickness remained unchanged (within the resolution of the XCT scans) regardless of the load or temperature. However, the PyC and buffer layers together were compressed more along the vertical axis at 1000°C (~37 μm at 91% failure load) than at RT (~13 μm at 69% failure load, equivalent to 16 μm at 91% failure load using linear extrapolation). Note that without the SiC, the total reduction in thickness by compression in the two layers was similar at both temperatures (e.g., 45 μm at 51.9% failure load for RT and 36 μm at 51.1% failure load). It is apparent that the introduction of SiC layer impacts the depression behaviour of the buffer layer at elevated temperatures, although the cause of this remains unclear.
From Fig. 3a , b, it can be concluded that crushing did not induce obvious expansion of the equatorial plane, as might be seen in fully elastic materials such as a rubber ball. Instead, the deformation was concentrated at the contact points. The mean contact diameters for the PyC-1 and PyC-2 particles are plotted in Fig. 3d as a function of increasing load at each temperature; the load was normalised against the peak failure load. PyC-1 particles had a 20% larger contact area at 1000°C than at RT, although for loads below 60% of the failure load, the trend was similar at both temperatures. As the load increased, the contact area remained unchanged up to 90% of the failure load, although there was a sudden increase just prior to final fracture. PyC-2 particles, on the other hand, showed a gradual increase in contact area from 300 μm (10 to 30% failure load) to 400 μm (90% failure load) at both RT and 1000°C. The overall gradient of change was much lower than for PyC-1 particles, consistent with the measurements in Fig. 3a, b where the presence of the SiC layer was found to maintain the shape of the particle.
The initiation of cracking and the overall failure processes in the two types of particles were very different ( Fig. 4) . For PyC-1 particle at RT, two separated cracks within the contact zone were formed at~50% failure load (Fig. 4a) . These cracks were initially in the PyC layer, then extended vertically down by about 60 μm and stopped in the buffer layer. One of the cracks propagated into a star-shape as it advanced through the PyC-buffer interface (Fig. 4b) ; consequently, the final failure of this particle was comprised of many fragments (Fig. 4d, f) . At 1000°C, one single splitting crack (40 μm in depth) in the PyC layer was formed at similar load as at RT (Fig. 4c ), although this crack subsequently extended to completely split the particle (Fig. 4e, g) . The formation of such small cracks is considered to result from the crushing of the PyC layer and are responsible for the pop-ins on the loading curves in Fig. 2 .
Due to the lack of real-time 3D imaging techniques in prior studies [37, 39, 41] , the formation of these cracks under load has never been previously captured. As far as the authors are aware, this work shows the first real time 3D imaging of the crushing of TRISO particles at RT and at 1000°C. Contrary to what has been assumed by most researchers, e.g., by Briggs et al. [37] , that the cracks form at a critical distance from the contact zone similar to a Hertzian contact problem, the present work provides no evidence for this as the formation of cracks occurred directly below the loading contact point.
For the PyC-2 particles, it is worth noting that no crack initiation was observed (within the resolution of XCT) prior to final failure. The failure of these particles was abrupt and catastrophic; the fracture patterns at both RT and 1000°C are shown in Fig. 5 . The configuration of the cracks, when viewed downwards along the loading z-axis, was closer to a ring shape ( Fig. 5a, b) . Distinct from the characteristic ring cracks formed outside the contact zone in typical Hertzian contact (due to steep strain gradient on the surface of a flat substrate), the cracks in the PyC-2 particles formed inside the contact zone. Multiple fragmented cracks were formed at RT although much fewer cracks formed inside the ring at 1000°C. At RT, these cracks penetrated through the PyC and SiC layers before being deflected into the buffer to cause final particle failure (Fig. 5c ). Large scale delamination of the SiC-buffer interface was observed. Similar to the PyC-1 particles, fractures at RT were more 'fragmented' with many longitudinal cracks traversing through the three coated layers causing the particle to split into many pieces. In contrast, at 1000°C, only one straight dominant crack propagated through the SiC and deflected into the buffer layer linking the two polar points of the particle (Fig. 5d, f) . The other two small cracks formed at 1000°C at the contact zone were arrested either in the buffer or SiC-PyC layers before reaching the equatorial plane (Fig. 5b ).
One main difference in the crack propagation mechanisms at RT and 1000°C was that at RT, cracks emanating from the contact zone penetrated through the PyC and SiC layers and then deflected at the SiCbuffer interface for a certain distance before being deflected into the buffer layer. Some of these cracks reached into the kernel to cause kernel-buffer detachment while others terminated in the buffer layer itself ( Fig. 5c ). At 1000°C, conversely, crack deflection at the SiC-buffer interface was far less pronounced; instead, the nucleated cracks at the contact zone propagated directly into the buffer layer and then circumvented the particle within this layer (Fig. 5d ).
Although for statistical analysis of the quantitative particle strength, a larger number of samples would have to be investigated. The main message here, however, is that real time imaging of the crushing when the particle is still under load is essential to discern the fracture mechanisms. In this regard, it can be concluded that the addition of a SiC layer changed the behaviour with respect to the retention of strength; the cracks initiated within the loading contact zone and the subsequent failure patterns were distinctly different at RT and 1000°C.
It should be noted that in addition to the crushing behaviour, we also attempted to acquire the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the whole particle and the individual layers from the XCT scans. For example, for SiC with a CTE of~5 × 10 −6 /K at 1000°C [15] , a change of 0.3 μm was expected which is below the pixel size of the scans. Gilchrist et al. [48] reported PyC to have a higher CTE than SiC of~6.2 × 10 −6 /K up to 500°C, meaning that the particle, when heated to 1000°C, would only show a total thickness expansion of~0.3 μm, i.e., again below our XCT resolution. There was some success with the alumina kernel, where the CTE is reported to be 4.5-8 × 10 −6 /K at 40 to 400°C [51] [52] [53] [54] , by manually identifying exactly the same slices (out of 1348 slices of each image stack) of the RT and 1000°C scans, and then extracting the intensity profile along one of the diametrical directions passing through identical features on these two slices. By comparing the extracted diameter from the exact locations, and repeating this procedure ten times, an average value of 6.2 ± 0.6 × 10 −6 /K at 1000°C was acquired, which is consistent with literature values [51] [52] [53] [54] .
Changes in radius and thickness after irradiation
Both PyC-1 and PyC-2 fuel particles were irradiated at~1000°C to different neutron fluences, as described in Section 2.1 and Table 1 . The averaged thickness and radii of all the particles are shown in Table 3 , and all the measurements used to derive these average values for the irradiated PyC-1 and PyC-2 particles are plotted in Figs. 6a-c and 7a-d. For simplicity, 1.23 dpa for PyC-1 and 1.08 dpa for PyC-2 are referred to in the graphs as 'low dose' (LD) irradiation and 1.51 dpa for PyC-1 and 1.49 dpa for PyC-2 are referred to as 'high dose' (HD). For both types of particles, the evolution of the average radius and thickness of each layer was presented by normalising with that of the unirradiated particles (Figs. 6d-e and 7e-f). The sizes of the whole particles were calculated by adding the radius of the PyC layer to the PyC layer thickness, as plotted in Figs. 6e and 7f . The standard deviation of the measurements is also included in Table 3 ; error bars for Figs. 6d-e and 7e-f were estimated to be less than ±4%, i.e., in most part, smaller than the size of the symbols.
Specifically, for the PyC-1 particles, the kernel displayed consistent growth with increased neutron fluence, up to 5.36 μm (i.e., a 0.54% increase in radius) at the high dpa level (Fig. 6d, e ). Conversely, the buffer layer showed a clear trend of a decrease in radius as a result of the densification, specifically~2.0% at low dose and~2.1% at high dose. The PyC layer correspondingly decreased in radius,~3.5% at low dose and~3.7% at high dose, as the buffer-PyC layer interface was well connected (Fig. 6d) . A decrease of 31.2 μm, or 13.9% in buffer thickness, was realised at the high fluence, compared to~12.3% at low dose (Fig. 6e ). However, a small increase in the PyC thickness was observed,~2.1 μm at low dose and~1.2 μm at high dose. Accordingly, the mean radius of the whole particle was reduced by~3.6%, mainly from the shrinkage in the buffer layer. No debonding between the layers was observed.
For the PyC-2 particles with a SiC layer located between the buffer and PyC layers, the kernel swelling behaviour was similar to that in the PyC-1 particles (Fig. 7d ). For example, at high doses, the relative increase in the kernel radius was~0.49%, similar to the 0.54% measured in the PyC-1 particles. The buffer radius showed a rapid decrease of~2.7% with low radiation doses, similar to the 2.6% decrease at high doses, whereas the SiC layer radius remained more or less unchanged (~0.20% shrinkage at low dose and~0.15% increase at high dose). As expected, the PyC layer, like the SiC layer, displayed a negligible change in radius (~0.29% shrinkage at low dose and a~0.01% increase at high dose). In terms of thickness changes (Fig. 7f) , the same trend of a decrease in the buffer layer thickness was observed in the PyC-2 particles, up to 36 μm (~18.9%) at high dose and~18.5% at low dose. The increase in SiC thickness was very small (~1.9% at low dose and~0.6% at high dose). However, the observed reduction in the PyC thickness in the PyC-2 particles, i.e., respectively,~6.8% and~5.5% at the lower and higher fluence levels, was in contrast to the increase in PyC layer thickness in the PyC-1 particles.
The PyC-2 particles also tended to delaminate between buffer and SiC layers due to densification of the buffer coupled with the shape stability of the SiC. The variation in the delaminated gap size around the particle was quite significant due to the fact that the gap was zero on one side, and at a maximum on the other side. A typical example of this is shown in Fig. 1c . The average gap width of the delamination, i.e., 26.1 ± 2.0 μm for low dose and 28.7 ± 2.4 μm for high dose (Table 3) , was consistent with a relatively small standard deviation.
Discussion
Hertzian contact
Usually, a crushing test on TRISO particles is undertaken in compression between two platens, made of either alumina or SiC [37] , although aluminium [36] and steel [38, 39] have also been used at times, while the load-displacement curves are recorded. Most of these experiments performed to date have been at ambient temperatures and ex situ, i.e., with the process of crack initiation and propagation under load not recorded, which has necessitated assumptions to be made for the interpretation of the results. In the present work, a real time imaging approach was adopted to capture the actual mechanistic aspects of the fracture process under load and at temperature, or following irradiation exposure, in two different types of fuel particles and found significant differences in behaviour (Figs. 4, 5) .
In a conventional Hertzian contact problem when two curved surfaces come in contact and deform slightly under the imposed loads, the maximum tensile stress occurs on the surface at a distance away from the contact. The degree of deformation and stress is dependent on the elastic modulus of the two contact materials and varies as a function of the normal contact force and the radii of curvature [55] . In the present compression test set-up utilized to crush the fuel particles, the maximum stress was located inside the contact zone and found to induce vertical cracks. Contrary to the mechanisms suggested by Briggs et al. [37] that the outer coatings would separate at the end of the Hertzian contact, our direct in situ observations clearly showed that at this stage, the PyC-SiC and buffer layers were all well connected without any discernible separation.
For the PyC-1 particles without the SiC layer, a splitting tensile stress must have formed in the PyC layer at the centre of the contact zone at both RT and 1000°C, whereas for PyC-2 particles with a hard SiC layer, no prior formation of cracks could be observed before final fracture. The final fracture pattern in the PyC-2 particles was comprised of more complex crack shapes, with angled cracks emanating from the point of contact and the typical circular cracks that usually form outside the contact zone ( Fig. 5) .
It is worth noting here that alumina was chosen as the contacting plate material to avoid overly concentrated local stresses or crushing. Alumina was the same platen material used by Briggs et al. [37] , Cromarty et al. [36] and Rooyen et al. [35] ; it has lower hardness and stiffness than SiC (hardness and elastic modulus of alumina is, respectively, 15.7 GPa and 215-413 GPa, compared to 22 GPa and~460 GPa for SiC [15] ), leading to a less localised stress concentration. Admittedly there is a materials mismatch between the platen and the particles, which can cause radial shearing tractions at the interface to resist lateral outwards displacement. Indeed, the contact pressures can become sufficiently high, especially at the centre of the contact zone, to cause a sticking condition which can affect the initiation of surface flaws due to the elevated local stresses and the larger volume of material experiencing such tensile stress. Accordingly, the observed formation of tensile cracks inside the contact zone is not unexpected. A conclusion from our work with real time imaging is to emphasise that one unanimous failure process mechanism cannot be applied to all types of TRSIO particles with different coatings. This must be recognised especially for any evaluation of the strength of such fuel particles as properties will be dependent on the incremental layer coatings that are present [38] .
In terms of the quantitative analysis of our results, one should note that Hertz [55] assumed a frictionless normal contact of two elastic bodies with quadratic profiles; the contact of two surfaces with a certain roughness, and hence friction, was not considered until Bowden and Tabor's work [56, 57] , which was followed by that of Archard [58] , Bush [59] and Persson [60] . In the actual case of crushing a TRISO particle between two platens, both contact surfaces have roughness on many different length-scales, such that the real contact surface will be smaller than the nominal contact area. Assuming both surfaces have asperities with spherical summits with a Gaussian distribution of heights, Archard [58] suggested that the real contact varies linearly with the applied normal load, F N . Bush et al. [59] approximated the summits by paraboloids and the height distribution by a random distribution and also concluded that, at low loads, the real contact area increases linearly with F N . Persson et al. [60] later confirmed this result but considered the real contact area to be a factor of 2/π smaller by considering the lateral coupling between the asperities. In contrast, for ideal frictionless contact, Hertz [55] found the area of contact varies with the applied normal force~F 2/3 .
The change in measured contact area (×10 4 μm 2 ) with applied load for the four particles from Fig. 3 are replotted in Fig. 8 as a function of the applied load, F N , and 2/3 power of this load, F N 2/3 . It is worth noting that the XCT results were calculated from the 'nominal contact area' which would approach the 'real contact area' at higher loads. Within measurement error, the nominal contact area appeared to be linearly related to either F N or F N 2/3 over two segments (Fig. 8) . The underlying mechanism leading to the two segments is not clear and due to the limited data points, the differences between the two types of particles cannot be resolved. Future work on larger number of unirradiated and irradiated particles would provide more information on this issue.
Strength reduction in PyC-2 particles at 1000°C
The PyC-1 particles retained their crushing strength at 1000°C whereas the PyC-2 particles displayed a marked reduction in strength at elevated temperature. Heat treatment has been found to reduce the crushing load of TRISO particles by as much as 30% [31, 38, 39, 41] , but no satisfactory explanation has been proffered. Built-in residual stresses in the SiC, due to the differing thermal expansion coefficient of PyC and SiC, has been considered to be one reason [48] .
The possible role of such residual stresses can be examined by considering the relationship proposed for the particle crushing strength by Delle et al. [61] where the strength of the coating material (σ N ) is modelled to be related to the crushing load (F N ), the residual stresses (σ r ) in the coating layer, and the force transmitted to the kernel (F k ) by:
where R I and R O are the inner and outer radii, respectively, of the coating layer. For the PyC-2 particles, as no obvious change in radius was observed for the outer coating layers (Fig. 3) , R I and R O can be assumed to be unchanged. The load transmitted to the kernel is hard to estimate but from the XCT measurements, the compression along the loading axis at 1000°C was clearly higher than at RT (Fig. 3b ), which could serve as a direct evidence of an increase in F k . Although this alone could potentially cause a strength reduction at elevated temperatures according to Eq. (1), another term possibly affecting the strength and failure load is the residual stress, σ r . As the compressive stress was relaxed at high temperature, the load required to crush particles with the same strength would be smaller than at RT according to Eq. (1). In Fig. 8 . Relationship between measured contact area and the total load applied (F and F 2/3 ). the present work, a 45% decrease in particle failure load was observed at 1000°C, which is higher than the 30% reported in the literature [38, 39, 41] . This is plausible because the literature measurements were undertaken at RT where the residual stresses would have recovered upon cooling down; this would clearly lead to a lower reduction in strength.
Another potential factor for the reduced high-temperature failure load could be due to the degradation of the SiC layer. However, SiC retains its strength quite well at 1000°C although its elastic modulus can decrease slightly with temperature, as described (with an uncertainty of 5%) by Eq. (2) for temperatures below 1000 K [15] :
where E 0 is the modulus at 0 K but is assumed to be the same as that measured at RT (460 GPa), and T 0 is determined to be 962 K [15] , i.e., lower than the ideal Debye temperature of SiC (1123-1126 K [62, 63] ). Rohbeck et al. [42] measured the elastic modulus and hardness of the SiC layer in the same particles studied in the current work using nano-indentation at RT and 500°C; results indicated a 40% reduction in nano-hardness at 500°C and an increase in modulus with irradiation (4% increase in modulus and 7% increase in nano-hardness at a dose of 2.05 × 10 25 n·m −2 ). The decrease in nano-hardness of SiC could potentially indicate a reduction in its yield strength at 1000°C but this contradicts the known strength retention capability of SiC. Further experiments by Rohbeck et al. [32] on other types of TRISO particles showed that annealing between 1600°C to 2000°C had no measurable effect on the nano-scale hardness or modulus of the SiC coating. Therefore, there is no direct evidence to relate the degradation of SiC (strength or elastic modulus) to the reduced strength of the particles. Thus, the primary cause of the strength reduction in PyC-2 particles at 1000°C is attributed to the relaxation and re-distribution of residual stresses. In contrast, in the PyC-1 particles, as the maximum failure loads were similar between RT and 1000°C, we can presume that residual stresses in the PyC and buffer layers are less significant. This is supported by the fact that these two layers have close thermal expansion coefficients, such that fabrication processes would be less likely to induce high built-in stresses. Although a higher compressive depression along the loading axis at 1000°C was observed in the PyC-1 particles (Fig. 3a) , which implies a higher F k , this did not seem to have influenced the final failure load.
In most studies on fuel particles to date [36] [37] [38] [39] 41] , a large number of particles are generally tested with the strength or failure load presented as a Weibull or normal distribution to evaluate the overall strength. When fractography is undertaken, it is invariably a post mortem examination of the fractured particles where one must assume whether the presence of a large pore, for example, contributed to the low strength of a particular particle. In situ loading of TRISO particles using XCT, especially at elevated temperatures that are representative of service conditions, is thus of critical importance as such higher fidelity tests can reduce the number of experiments required to gain insight into the structural integrity and damage evolution in these particles. Rooyen et al. [35] and Cromarty et al. [36] have remarked that the hardness of the anvils could influence the measured particle strengths and their failure modes, but the present study has clearly demonstrated that changing the coatings of these particles can induce completely different failure modes in a crushing test. Therefore, such real time experiments, even on a small number of particles, are essential for the correct interpretation of results on any TRISO particle crushing test.
Irradiation induced thickness changes: buffer densification
One of the primary aims of PYCASSO irradiation is to study the irradiation-induced dimensional changes in modern buffer and PyC layers on a spherical TRISO particle configuration. This is one of the factors that made the PYCASSO programme unique in TRISO irradiation studies. Hewette [64] did early work on pyrolytic carbon in ThO 2 microspheres and compared the results with those of Bokros et al. [65] on flat discs; one of the main findings was that the change in initial anisotropy with irradiation on a sphere was more pronounced than on flat discs which subsequently affected the irradiation behaviour of the coatings. Therefore, there is a need to study the coating layers in the eventual geometry of a sphere for a faithful understanding of the irradiation behaviour of TRISO fuel. Other research programmes on coated particles have used real uranium containing kernels; early examples are the NPR-1 and NPR-2 tests at High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR, ORNL) and NPR-1A tests at Advanced Test Reactor (ATR, U.S. Idaho National Laboratory), and recent Advanced Gas Reactor Fuel Development and Qualification Programme AGR-1 and AGR-2 (HFIR, ORNL) [17, 20, 21, 66] . With such tests, irradiation can be the confounding variable in light of fission effects such as pressurisation and fission product diffusion. In the present work, only the irradiation effect was studied and by comparing two types of particles, one with restraint (SiC) and the other without, a fundamental understanding of the dimensional changes could be derived to support future modelling of TRISO particle behaviour.
Our study showed that the addition of the SiC layer in PyC-2 particles did not influence the swelling of the kernel. However, the shrinkage of the buffer layer thickness was higher in PyC-2 particles with SiC (~18.9% at high dose) than in PyC-1 particles without SiC (~13.9% at high dose). From the XCT scans, no obvious change in porosity or structure was observed in the buffer layer in PyC-2 particles compared to that in PyC-1 particles ( Fig. 9 ). One possible explanation of the higher buffer shrinkage in the PyC-1 particles could be that their dense outer PyC layer provided constraint to the buffer layer via a strong interface so that the latter could not densify freely; this is evident by the fact that no separation between the buffer and PyC layer was found in PyC-1 particles after irradiation. Graphite is known to shrink upon irradiation due to the presence of voids and nano-scale Mrozowski cracks [67] . As the porosity is reduced, the shrinkage becomes less. Thus, it is plausible to assume that the dense PyC material shrinks less than the porous buffer layer and, as such, radial tensile stresses generated in the buffer layer during the irradiation process can inhibit the degree of buffer densification in PyC-1 particles (Figs. 6e and 7f) . Moreover, as PyC is not as rigid as SiC, there is benefit in PyC-1 particles with the PyC layer being reduced in radius to some degree due to buffer layer shrinkage, as this acts to alleviate any tendency for separation of the buffer and PyC layer.
In the PyC-2 particles, however, the SiC layer shows negligible dimensional changes and much higher tensile stresses can be generated in the buffer layer during densification; if such tensile stresses exceed the buffer-SiC interface strength, delamination is induced (Fig. 1c) . In turn, if such debonding occurs, the buffer layer can contract freely during subsequent irradiation, which results in a large densification and thickness reduction in the PyC-2 particles. Further studies are planned involving residual stress measurements in the buffer layer of unirradiated and irradiated particles in order to provide evidence for the veracity of this hypothesis.
Indeed, there is only very limited literature on buffer layer densification. The most recent report was for UCO-TRISO particles irradiated in an AGR-1 experiment [21] where the buffer volume decreased by 39 ± 2% at peak compact-average burnup of 19.6% fissions per initial metal atom (FIMA) [68] . These measurements were made on polished cross-sections with the volume calculated from the diameter using an ideal sphere assumption. It was found that the UCO kernel also increased in volume by 26 ± 6% and the buffer layer was subjected to internal pressure which enhanced its dimensional change. The thickness variations quantified in the current work (~13.9% in PyC-1 and~18.9% in PyC-2 particles at high dose) represent significantly smaller volume changes than in the AGR-1 experiment, which is plausible because no internal pressure was applied here; however, it is still hard to compare the two numbers side by side as the equivalent neutron fluence/dpa at 19.6% FIMA was not reported in the AGR-1 experiment [17, [20] [21] [22] .
Another consistent observation between current study and the AGR-1 experiment [22] was the delamination caused by densification of buffer layer; for example, 60% of the AGR-1 particles exhibited complete buffer-IPyC delamination with thin strips of buffer attached to the IPyC layer, and 36% of the particles had radial gaps in the buffer [68] . Ploger et al. [20] studied 981 of such AGR-1 particles and found that 22% showed through-thickness buffer fracture. Despite the assumption that the buffer is the least important layer for fission product retention, Hunn et al. [17] found that, after AGR-1 irradiation or follow-up safety testing, particles with abnormally low cesium retention are typically those with cracked IPyC layers due to shrinkage/fracture of the buffer, as this subsequently exposes the SiC layer to palladium attack. This is considered to be one of the two prime factors in safety tests contributing to the failure of the SiC layers in AGR-1 particles; the other one is related to fabrication defects. Hunn et al. [17] suggested that a low interface strength to promote debonding of the buffer and IPyC layers would be preferable and could further minimize cracking in the IPyC layer. Similar conclusions could be applied to the PyC-2 particles in the current work where a less strong buffer-SiC interface appears to enable an earlier buffer break away during irradiation, thereby generating less stress to the SiC layer. As a separate thermal effect in the crushing experiment on unirradiated particles, a weaker buffer-SiC interface will enable crack deflection and hence a potential increase in resistance to crack growth in the PyC-2 particles. As deftly noted by Nozawa et al. [69] , the appropriate interfacial strength is of crucial importance for the functionality of TRISO particles.
The results generated from the current study on buffer densification with separate irradiation effects could provide baseline input to existing modelling. For example, PARFUME models [9, 14, 70] usually consider only the shrinkage of IPYC and OPYC layers and assume solely elastic deformation in the SiC. Accordingly, with the internal gas pressure of the kernel, the SiC will be under tension such that the fracture of the particles occurs when the tensile stresses exceed the strength of the SiC [71, 72] . Effects of buffer shrinkage are not considered, nor its interaction with the IPyC layer; the effects of temperature and buffer densification on the redistribution of stresses across the coated layers are also not accounted for. Detailed discussion of such modelling is outside the scope of the current work, but a thorough, in-depth review of the current state of TRISO fuel performance models is available from Powers and Wirth [70] . It is apparent that key materials properties associated with the buffer and PyC layers as a function of irradiation and temperature are needed, together with some clarification of the role of residual stresses in affecting the fuel performance. It is believed that in situ crushing experiments with real time tomographic observations of the evolution of damage and failure under load and at temperature, as in the current study, can provide essential input to improve the reliability of these models.
Irradiation-induced thickness changes: PyC thickness changes
A closer inspection of Figs. 6e and 7f indicates a possible change in the trend of thickness in the PyC layer, even though the irradiation fluence in the current work was quite low (e.g., high dose of 2.02 × 10 21 n/cm 2 for PyC-1, Table 3 ). It is unlikely that the fluences have reached the 'turnaround' point (change from irradiation shrinkage to expansion) that is typical for graphite/carbon materials [67, 73] . For example, one of the PyC materials irradiated at 1160°to 1270°C by Bokros et al. [65] densified first and then swelled at a fluence of 6 × 10 21 n/cm 2 (N0.18 MeV). Another PyC sample densified to 2.09 g/cm 3 from 1.8 g/cm 3 when irradiated to 2 × 10 21 n/cm 2 ; this was followed by a decrease in density when the fluence reached 4.5 × 10 21 n/cm 2 . One additional marked difference in the irradiation behaviour between the two types of particles is that the PyC layer thickness increased in PyC-1 whereas it decreased in PyC-2. The exact cause for this is not clear, but it could be due to the different residual stress state in the PyC layer in these two particles. As the SiC layer in PyC-2 particles is under compression, the PyC layer is put under tangential tension. As such, the shrinkage in thickness in the PyC layer with irradiation is expected. For the PyC-1 particles, as porous buffer tends to have a larger thermal coefficient of expansion than PyC layer, the PyC layer is most likely to be under compression, which induces an increase in the thickness with irradiation. Future work on residual stress measurement and irradiation induced damage on the polished cross-sections of irradiation particles will provide evidence in this regard.
Summary and conclusions
This work was focused on an experimental study of dedicated CEA TRISO nuclear fuel particles in the PYCASSO programme, which were subjected to irradiation and to in situ crushing experiments at ambient to high temperatures with real time X-ray micro-tomography imaging of the resulting damage and dimensional changes.
Four unirradiated particles were crushed with in situ XCT observations at room temperature and at 1000°C. For PyC-1 particles, comprising a Kernel/Buffer/PyC architecture, microcracks were formed at the loading contact point and propagated to cause failure of the particles at both temperatures. For PyC-2 particles, with a Kernel/Buffer/SiC/PyC architecture, no obvious pre-cracking was observed prior to outright failure which was abrupt. In both cases, the cracks emanating from the loading contact point, either prior to or after final failure, were all located within the contact zone, i.e., quite distinct from the conventional Hertzian contact model. This methodology developed for real time observation of crack initiation and propagation will be applied to future modelling of irradiated particles subjected to mechanical degradation under crushing loading.
Additionally, 250 PyC-1 particles and 223 PyC-2 particles subjected to neutron irradiation were measured to evaluate changes in their radius and thickness in the different coating layers as a function of fluence. It was found that the buffer layer shrank less in the PyC-1 particles because of its strong interface with the PyC layer; in contrast, in the PyC-2 particles, the buffer layer tended to break away from the SiC layer due to increased shrinkage in the buffer even after low dose irradiation. The PyC layer was found to thicken in the PyC-1 particles and thinned in the PyC-2 particles with irradiation. The exact cause for this is currently unclear but reasoned to be primarily attributed to residual stresses. The outcome of this work will be implemented to the design and processing of TRISO particles. 
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